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A Working Description of the
Penn State Apple Orchard Consultant,
an Expert System
Agricultural production has evolved
into a complex business. It requires the
accumulation and integration of knowledge and information from many diverse
sources, including marketing; horticulture; insect, mite, disease, and weed management; accounting; and tax laws.
Emerging sustainable practices require
even more information (to substitute for
purchased inputs) for implementation.
Farm managers seldom have at their
disposal all information available in a
usable form when major management
decisions must be made. Increasingly,
modern growers must become experts in
the acquisition of information f o r
decision making in order to remain competitive. However, because integrating
and interpreting information from many
sources may be beyond the means of
individual growers, they use the expertise
of agricultural specialists. Unfortunately,
the assistance of these specialists is
becoming relatively scarce even as the
complexity of agriculture is increasing.
T o alleviate this problem, current information must be structured and organized
into an accessible system for growers and
agricultural specialists. Because no
organized structure is available for information storage and retrieval, technical
information is often lost or unavailable
to potential users. The use of electronic
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decision support systems is one way to
make this information readily available.
Historically, growers and consultants
have effectively controlled diseases and
insects of apple (Malus domestica Borkh.)
by protective pesticides applied at regular
intervals. There was very little day-today decision making and very little pest
damage in orchards. During the past two
decades, however, circumstances surrounding pest management have changed.
Growers find that many previously effective pesticides no longer are available,
are available for restricted use only, or
have lost effectiveness. Sterol demethylation inhibitor (DMI) fungicides are very
effective in controlling apple diseases but
are difficult to use properly. Because
DM1 fungicides are growth regulators,
growers must change the management
strategy from protecting leaves and fruit
from infection to eradicating the pathogen after infection has occurred, with
very little margin for error. The use of
DM1 fungicides as postinfection materials requires that growers monitor
weather, record infection periods, and
spray at short notice if infections have
occurred. Satisfactory control often
requires two applications of the fungicide
after an infection period. As growers
struggle with the new "rules" of disease
management, they are faced with a still
greater problem. The public wants reduced
pesticide residues but high-quality fruit.
The rapid change in pest control is multiplied by new labor, marketing, and social
concerns that threaten to exceed the
capacity of what growers can manage.
University extension and research personnel are concerned that traditional
methods of information delivery (i.e.,
newsletters, production meetings with
growers, and production guides) seem
inadequate for the delivery of complex
dynamic information. In the 160-page
Pennsylvania Tree Fruit Production

Guide (14), the traditional means of published production information for growers
since the mid-1940s, recommendations
are made on a statewide basis. Ranges
for pesticide application rates and timing
are suggested, but rates and timing for
specific locations depend on local circumstances. This form of information
delivery inhibits implementation of new,
site-specific integrated pest management
(IPM) strategies by growers. Pesticide
labels and information are revised weekly
or monthly, but the production guide can
be updated only annually. A more effective decision support tool should include
the capability of incorporating constant
change into complex management strategies to provide interpretive, integrated,
timely, site-specific recommendations.

Expert Systems
To improve delivery of IPM programs
and provide more precise and effective
pesticide recommendations, an expert
system has been developed for use in
I P M decision making (13). An expert
system is a computer program designed
to simulate problem-solving mechanisms
that imitate those used by experts in a
narrow domain or discipline. An expert
system is normally composed of a knowledge base (information, heuristics, etc.),
an inference engine that analyzes the
knowledge base, and an end user interface that accepts inputs and generates
outputs. The path that leads to the
development of expert systems differs
from that leading to conventional programming techniques. Concepts for
expert system development come from
the subject domain of artificial intelligence and require a departure from conventional computing practices and
programming techniques. A conventional program consists of an algorithmic
process to reach a specific result. An
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